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career
resources
At NO COST to you, our website
proudly offers subscription-based
and paid resources that cater to the
diverse needs of students. 

Access premium content and tools
for your career success



Point browser to careers.augustana.edu

http://careers.augustana.edu/
http://careers.augustana.edu/


problem
students are unaware of

career resources

PROBLEM 1

students don’t understand
which resources could help

them

PROBLEM 2

students aren’t sure how to
access or use resources

PROBLEM 3



Explore Website
Resources 

SKILLSFIRST

HANDSHAKE

LABOR MARKET INSIGHTS

WHAT CAN I DO WITH THIS
MAJOR?

GOINGLOBAL

VIKING SCORE

VIKING CONNECTIONS

AFFINITIES/IDENTITIES

CANDID CAREERS



HOME
GROUPS

Number off
1-2-3-4-5



Choose Topic

Affinities/Identities1.
SkillsFirst2.
Handshake3.
Labor Market Insights4.
What Can I do with this Major? 5.
GoinGlobal6.
Outcomes7.
Viking Score8.
Viking Connections9.
Candid Careers10.



timing
Choose and research one topic

four minutes

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

ROUND 3

Share research in group with 
same topic
four minutes

Move back to home group to share
everything you’ve learned about

your topic
2 minutes each topic



Home
Group

Take Notes
Write a 1-2 sentence overview of
the topic
Include wWhy, when, and how a
student might use the resource
Whether they would recommend
it to a friend

Research
using phone or

laptop

Choose
Topic



Research Take Notes
Write a 1-2 sentence overview of
the topic
Include wWhy, when, and how a
student might use the resource
Whether they would recommend
it to a friend

Research
using phone or

laptop



Move into
Groups by
TOPIC

Share Notes
Shared what you learned
Listen to what others have
learned to learn more and
solidify your knowledge 



BACK TO 
home
groups

Share newfound
expertise on your topic
2 minutes each topic
Include 

1-2 sentence
overview
Why, when, and
how a student
might use it
Whether you would
recommend it to a
friend



debrief

any surprises?

next steps?

one thing you learned

other thoughts?


